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he eXtensible Markup Language (XML) is changing the way the world
works...The word processor used to write this piece is storing the text and
style information using XML. The Firefox web browser from the Mozilla
Foundation, which is battling for web browser market share with Microsoft’s
Internet Explorer browser [1], uses the XML language XUL to describe its user
interface. With the interface in an open format, Firefox is customisible [2].
You may have heard of the RSS feed format (although apparently more people
use RSS than have heard of it [3]) or of it’s audio, and lately video-based
equivalent, the Podcast. Both are XML implementations. You might use XML
for satellite navigation [4] or to modify your favourite computer game [5].
Linguists, concerned that data recorded on endangered languages may
become lost are using XML as a storage method that they can be “sure will
be accessible indefinitely into the future” [6]. They know that by basing their
data storage on a free and open standard they can ensure that the future tools
will be able to access the data stored today.
Some implementations that may be of particular interest to the MSOR
community are: MathML, used to store mathematics in an unambiguous,
machine readable format; and SVG and X3D, used to create 2D and 3D
diagrams and animations in a non-proprietary format.
These are just a few examples. NASA remarks: “Government, industry, and
academia are all embracing XML as a technology that will assist in the sharing
and reuse of information” [7].
Broadly speaking, XML is a method for describing the structure of data and
storing that data. XML is free to use, platform independent, non-proprietary
and built on international data encoding standards. This means users with
‘non-standard technologies’ like Linux, Firefox, a screenreader or a nonEnglish language can access the data equally. Programs can be written to
access the data from any platform, and being able to use an XML resource into
the future does not depend on any company or organisation’s continued
existence, as it might with a proprietary format.
Using the XML implementation MathML, one arrives at a free, open, platform
independent, non-proprietary format for describing mathematics notation.
Your web browser has a language for describing mathematics that your
computer algebra system can also speak. Mathematics stored as MathML can
be unambiguously translated into other formats, such as spoken English or
Mathematical Braille. A search engine can be written which searches
MathML webpages for the actual mathematics used, not just for the English
text likely to accompany it.
While MathML is obviously the XML format of most specific relevance for the
MSOR community, there are plenty of other XML implementations available
and upcoming that may be of use. And XML languages are created all the time
by individuals to fit a particular need for a particular piece of work.
Exciting things are certainly possible with MathML and XML. How is the
MSOR community taking advantage of this?
This introduction is intended to mark the start of a series of articles within
MSOR Connections. Upcoming articles will explore the MathML format,
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other XML formats and look at the way people are using
these. This is where your help is needed:
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• Do you offer your course notes on the Web using
MathML or another XML format? How do you
generate this?
• Do you podcast your lectures?
• Have a look at the software you use. Does it use
XML? How might you take advantage of this?
• Have you written a program which makes use of
XML? Does your teaching and learning project
store data as XML?
• Does your statistical package use XML for data
storage?
• Do you have an idea for an XML application you’d
like to discuss?
• Are you screaming at this page for missing an
obvious application of XML?
• Do you disagree with something written above?
Have you tried using XML and found it unsuited to
your needs? Debate is certainly encouraged!
Will you share your experiences through MSOR
Connections? Please contact the editors if you are able
to write or contribute to an article for this series.

Remember that the Maths, Stats & OR Network
maintains a list of MathML resources, at:
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